YOUR TASKS

• You will drive communication within the company and write articles on your own (writing internal and external success stories / producing digital content for various online channels / creating our regular newsletter to communicate product development projects)

• You will assist in the creation of marketing and sales material (writing technical texts and selecting suitable images / attending and coordinating product photo shoots and product video recordings)

• You help to improve the external company image (analysing our social media presence and developing suggestions for improvement / developing and establishing new sales & marketing channels / making sure that our communication is “on brand”)

• You support the organisation and realisation of company events.

YOUR PROFILE

• You are an enrolled student, preferably in a degree programme related to communication / marketing

• You have a passion for creating content in a technical environment

• You are flexible, team-oriented and have a high degree of creativity

• You are fluent in written and spoken German and English

• You have strong communication skills and enjoy working with people

• Ideally, you have gained some professional experience in marketing or product management through internships or working student positions.

• Knowledge of or experience with image processing programmes (Adobe Creative Suite, Photoshop) would be advantageous

ABOUT US

Specialised in the development of control software and hardware for remote laser processing in the high-power range, we create new applications for the laser as a high-tech tool every day.

Take chance to be part of the future of a successful high-tech company and to help shape it!

INTEREST AWAKENED?

Then we look forward to receiving your application, including your salary requirements and earliest possible start date, at career@blackbird-robotics.de.

CONTACT

Barbara Vassalli
Tel. 089 / 307 484 - 702
career@blackbird-robotics.de

Blackbird Robotersysteme GmbH
Carl-Zeiss-Straße 5
85748 Garching near Munich

SHAPE THE FUTURE

OF LASERS WITH US!

WORKING STUDENT (F/M/D)

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT & MARKETING

Location in Garching near Munich

Working Student (up to 20 hours a week)

A competitive hourly payment

An inspiring work group where you can expand your knowledge and technical skills every day

A friendly and informal working environment with flat hierarchies and direct communication

An extremely motivated team is looking forward to your support

Free drinks and fresh fruit every week create a pleasant working atmosphere